
SENATE No. 535

Oc Commontoealti) of

REPORT OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON A PARKWAY
OR HIGHWAY FROM OR YEAR HARVARD
BRIDGE, IN THE CITY OF CAMBRIDGE, TO
MIDDLESEX FELLS PARKWAY IN SOMER-
VILLE.

The Joint Committee requested by the Legislature to sit to-
gether as a Joint Committee for the purpose of considering the
subject stated in an order of the Legislature of April 4, 1913,
for a parkway or highway from or near Harvard Bridge, in
the City of Cambridge, to Middlesex Fells Parkway, in the
City of Somerville, beg to report as follows:

At the first meeting, all members designated in the order
being present, the Committee organized by the choice of the
Mayor of Boston, Hon. John F. Fitzgerald, as Chairman, and
the Mayor of Cambridge, Hon. J. Edward Barry, as Secretary.
Prior to the second meeting the Mayor of Boston was obliged,
by a previous engagement, to go to Panama and be absent until
after May 10th, the time set for this report. He therefore
asked to be represented at the meetings by the Corporation
Counsel of Boston, Judge Corbett, and by unanimous consent
the request was granted, and the same privilege extended to the
Mayors of Cambridge and Somerville.

By request of Judge Corbett a statement, in typewriting, of
the iews of the Mayor of Boston at the time he went away,
is appended to this report, without either approval or disap-
proval by the Committee. The Committee, however, feels
justified in saying that they believe that, if present, His Honor
the Mayor of Boston, would have joined in the report as made.
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After full consideration of the matter by the Joint Committee,
constituted as here stated, the following report and suggestion
of a hill to he enacted were adopted as the report of the Com-
mittee.

The order under which the report is made is as folio

The Commonwealth of Massachusett
Senate, April 4, 191

Ordered, That the members of the Metropolitan Park Commission and
the mayors of the cities of Boston, Cambridge and Somerville, re-

spectively, be hereby requested to sit together as a joint committee for
the purpose of considering whether public convenience and necessity
require at the present time tire taking of the necessary steps for the
ultimate construction of a parkway or highway, or a combination of
both, from a point at or near Harvard Bridge, so called, in the city of
Cambridge, through said cities of Cambridge and Somerville, to a
junction with Middlesex Fells Parkway in said city of Somerville; and
that they be further requested to report thereon to the General Court
on or before the tenth day of May, nineteen hundred and thirteen.

Sent down for concurrence,
Henry D. Coolidgi

Clerk.

if Representatives, AprilH ,E

Adopted, in concurrence.
Kimball, ClerkW.Jami

A true copy. Attest
(Signed) Henry D Coolidc

Cler. •Jc of ihe Senat
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from approximately 90,000, to 345,000 in 1860, and approxi-
mately 1,000,000 at the present time. The rate of increase
south of Charles Eiver has been at approximately the same rate.
The population of the District alone has increased from 674,000
in 1880, to about 1,500,000 at the present time. The population
of Boston has increased from 24,000 in 1800, to 177,000 in
1860, and 670,000 in 1910, or 570,000 without Charlestown
and East Boston, or 140,000 within the old city.

Accompanying this great increase in population there has come
a great change in the life and business habits of the eastern half
of the state. Before 1800 farming and fishing were the chief
occupations of its population. Gradually manufacturing has
become predominant, and with the change Boston has become
the business, social and intellectual center. Its consequent busi-
ness and institutional growth has been largely parallel to Charles
Eiver as far as the parkways on its westerly border

To provide for all this increase of population and change in
its business, social and institutional life the only substantial
increase in highway accommodation made in the lower part of
the city within the memory of those now living, has been by the
extension of Washington Street from Comhill to Charlestown
Bridge, and the only new highway and bridge across Charles
Eiver for entrance into and passing through the city has been
the Harvard Bridge and Massachusetts Avenue, the usefulnesi
of which, however, is seriously limited by the crossing of the
Grand Junction Eailroad lust beyond the bridge, and by the
merging of Massachusetts Avenue almost immediately in Main
Street, Cambridge, which makes it merely a roadway to the west
through Cambridge.
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d
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Since the Metropolitan Parkways were authorized in 1894
a system of parkways with incidental highways has been
planned, and a part have been built, leading from the north-
east and west to Wellington Bridge, to unite with the hi
ways leading to that bridge and other important highways at
Broadway Park, Somerville, a little further south. T 1
have resulted in a large amount of travel being directed t
Broadway Park, only two miles from Harvard Bridge, which,
taken in connection with the yearly increasing difficulty of
passing through the lower part of Boston, has resulted in direct-
ing a largely increased amount of travel toward Harvard
Bridge, in spite of the inconvenience and unfitness for such
travel of the streets between Broadway Park and Harvard
Bridge. There has resulted a very great increase of travel on
Cambridge streets, with consequent wear and tear of thosi
streets, which will be still more increased as the remaining
portions of the northerly system of parkways are built, and as
an increasing amount of travel seeking to go beyond Boston
forced to avoid the increasing difficulty of passing through its
down-town street

On the south side of Charles River the Penway of the Bos-
ton Park System leads, by Arnold Arboretum, to the lands of
West Eoxbury Parkway of the Metropolitan Park Systen
which is to provide parkway connection with all the south
section of the District and State, and, by the Arborway, Frank-
lin Park and Blue Hill Avenue, of the Boston Park System,
with Mattapan Bridge and Blue Hills Parkway of the Metro-
politan System to the south, and, by Columbia Road, of the
Boston System, with the Old Colony Parkway of the Metr
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the tangle of Cambridge and Somerville streets as they now

exist. Under present conditions the only relief which may

be provided will be by the drives along Charles River to Fresh
Pond Parkway and those along Alewife Brook and Mystic
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Kiver, when completed, and the road distance to Middlesex
Fells and Revere Beach Parkways and nearby highv

these driveways will be from eight to ten miles longer than
by a direct parkway from Harvard Bridge tc me points.

It is beyond the power of any one city or town to mate
improve the existing situation.

These circumstances have created the necessity for an ade
quate highway between the neighborhood of Wellington
Bridge and Harvard Bridge, which has rapidly manifested
itself. In 1899 the Metropolitan Park Commission was re-
quired to report upon the advisability of providing for a road
or boulevard between these points. Its report stated in brief
that such a connection was very much needed to provide for
pleasure travel, business traffic and electric car transportation,
and would be a very great convenience to the public and would
greatly relieve Boston and Cambridge streets, because it would
cross every parkway and highway and electric car line lead-
ing from Boston to the north and northwest, and connect witl
Massachusetts Avenue, by which most of the streets, parkways
and electric car lines leading out of Boston could be reached
without first passing through the crowded down-town section of
Boston. The distance from Mystic River to Charles River by
such a highway would be about two miles, whereas the
tance between the same points by other bridges into Boston
would be from four to five miles, chiefly through crowded
business streets which could not be widened except at ve
great cost,
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Land, and Park Commission; reported unanimously to the
same effect.

Clearly then there is public necessity for an ample and con-
tinuous new roadway from the parkways of the Boston and
Metropolitan Park Systems south of Charles River and the
highways of Boston which converge at Harvard Bridge, to the
Metropolitan Parkways and the highways which converge at
Broadway Park in Somerville, and this necessity has been re-
peatedly recognized and provision has been repeatedly urged
and endorsed. It is the practical necessity of providing for a
boulevard-highway for all classes of travel to serve all parts of
the District south as well as north of Charles River, and all
the eastern part of the State, rather than a mere parkway or
pleasure way of any kind. The necessity exists in an aggra-
vating degree at the present time, and until provided for will
become more and more apparent, and more and
more difficult to provide for.

The great expense already in<
ropolitan and municipal impr
query, however, as it has ever
apparent: Why not wait a whil
in entering upon this expense m
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even more convmcin.
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bo:
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vard Bridge make it advisable that a plan for this boulevard-
rmined upon. The Massachusetts
out to complete its plans for a set

highway be immediately d
Institute of Technology is a
of new buildings, which are to be beautiful and not only a nota-
ble development of the river front in themselves, but likely tc
cause very marked changes in the entire neighborhood. This
to a matter of greatest civic interest, and it is fair to thisis a matter of greatest crvi

splendid public institution, which brings so much renown tc
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■ealth, that the location and
Dulevard-highway, but of other

the District, and the Gommoirw
grades of not only this proposed b<
highways in the neighborhood, ai

railway tracks, be adjusted for p
entire neighborhood. Even beyo
posed new buildings the interpos
the now comparatively open path

i nearby railroad and street
ermanent development of the
nd the location of these pro-
ition of a single building in
of the suggested highway may

increase its cost beyond the interest charges upon the present
value of the necessary lands for a period of twenty years.

By common consent of all the experts who have investigated
the matter, it is advisable that the suggested boulevard-highway
should include Harvard Bridge and Massachusetts Avenue, or
preferably, if the present grade crossing of Massachusetts
Avenue is to be abolished, make use of that crossing if possible,

r at least have the grade of the permanent crossing determined
It is therefore clear that the present opportunity for securing

the result best for all, with due regard for economy and the finan
cial interest of all, requires the coming together of the cities
the Institute and the railroad and railway companies as parties

on of plans fair and useful and
mlt is to be secured, it is neces-
immediate power and authority
and work necessary to securing
h time and patient effort.

in interest, and the determinati
economical for all. If such res
sary that some public body have
in the matter, as the conference
the desired result will take mut

Your Committee believe that
tion of the suggested boulevard
ought to be accomplished:

in the laying out and construc-
-highway the following results
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reports made in previous years
;ape Architect and Engineering
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ic cars, and pleasure tr.
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by the Metropolitan Park Land;
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as nearly as may be all radial
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and is likely to seek, an ap l to Boston by Harvard Bridge,
nd beyond seeks, or is likely tcto which travel from I

seek, such connection over Harvard Bridge. It should be de-
signed with reference to an increased use of Harvard Bridge
and its ultimate rebuilding as part of the development of
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Charles River Basin as the great central water park of the Met-
ropolitan District, and for a connection with the Fenway, by
which pleasure travel may be directed from the highways intq
the park roads. It should be designed primarily as a great
public way, but incidentally with such careful consideration of
matters of alignment, directness, convenience of connections
and incidental parkway attractiveness, and especially with ref-
erence to enhancing the convenience and beauty of the new
Institute of Technology buildings and grounds and of Charles
River Basin and the parks along the river, as may be secured
without material increase of cost. Especially it should be de-
signed with reference to a reasonable and economical abolish-
ment of existing grade crossings of the Grand Junction Rail-
road, and to an economical use of existing bridges over the
railroads in Somerville

As a means of accomplishing these results most conveniently
and economically, your Committee suggest that authority be
given to the Metropolitan Park Commission to proceed under
the Parkway Acts, with an appropriation sufficient to provide
for making detailed plans and securing the necessary lands and
for the construction incidentally necessary; and as the briefest
way of stating this they submit herewith a bill, and recommend
its passage. The bill recommended is as follow

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirt
An Act to authorize the Metropolitan Park Commission to

ire, construct, and maintain a Parkway and Traffic R
Connection from a Point at or near Harvard Bridge, so ca:
in the City op Boston, through the Cities of Cambridge

tOMERVILLE, TO A JUNCTION WITH MIDDLESEX PELLS PARKWAY U
Said City of Som

Be it enacted, etc., as follow
Section 1. The metropolitan park commission is hereby authorized
acquire, in fee or otherwise, lands and rights in lands for, and to con-

struct and maintain, a parkway and traffic road connection ext
from a point at or near Harvard bridge, so called, in the city of Boston,

through the cities of Cambridge and Somerville to a junction with
Middlesex Fells parkway in said city of Somerville, and shall take,
reconstruct and maintain Harvard bridge as a part of such parkway

HE COMMONWEALTH OE MASSACHUSETTS,
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and traffic road. Said connection may be made, if said commission shall
deem advisable, by the taking, adaptation and improvement of existing
streets and parkways along the route selected by said commission. For
the purposes set forth in this act said commission may exercise all the
powers conferred upon it by chapter four hundred and seven of theacts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-three, chapter two hundred
and eighty-eight of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-
four, and all other acts in addition thereto or in amendment thereof,and may expend the sum of four million dollars.

Section 2. To meet the expenditures made under authority of this
act, the treasurer and receiver general, with the approval of the gov-
ernor and council, shall issue scrip or certificates of indebtedness, bear-
ing interest at a rate not exceeding four per cent per annum, to the
said amount of four million dollars, as an addition to the MetropolitanParks Loan, Series Two, at such times and in such sums as the said
commission shall certify to him to be necessary to meet the liabilities
incurred by said commission under this act, and shall add to the exist-
ing sinking fund to provide for the payment of the same. Such scrip
or certificates of indebtedness shall be issued and additions to said sink-
ing fund shall be assessed and collected in accordance with the provi-
sions of sections eight, ten and eleven of said chapter two hundred and
eighty-eight, and in accordance with the provisions of chapter two hun-
dred and eighty-three of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and
ninety-five and of chapter four hundred and nineteen of the acts of the
year eighteen hundred and ninety-nine.

Section 3. This act shall take effect upon its pa

The statement of the Major of Boston is subjoined
appendix.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

T. EDWAI T) BARRY
Mayor of Gam

CHARLES A.. BURNS
Mayor of Somervi

WILLIAM B. de las CASAS

DAVID N. SKILLINGS
ELLERTON P. WHITNEL
EVERETT C. BENTON

EDWIN U. CURTIS

Metropolitan Park Comn,
May 10, 191
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In accordance with, the request contained in the order of the
Senate, I have sat as one of a joint committee consisting of
the members of the Metropolitan Park Commission and the
Mayors of the cities of Cambridge and Somerville, and have
considered whether public convenience and necessity require
at the present time the taking of the necessary steps for the
ultimate construction of a parkway or highway or a combina-
tion of both from a point at or near Harvard bridge, so-called,
in the city of Cambridge through said cities of Cambridge and
Somerville to a junction with Middlesex Fells parkway in the
city of Somerville, and herewith report my opinion:

mtemplated by the terms of the
importance. I am not prepared
and necessity require the taking

>f such a highway or parkway at
that the cost of such construction

The public improvement c
■der is one of vast and vital

to say that public convenience
of steps for the construction of such a highway or parkway at

the present time and I realize that the cost of such construction
would he enormous.

Although in a broad sense it is a state wide improvement, it
is also essentially a link in the system of metropolitan paiks
and if built, the work should be done by the Metropolitan Park
Commission.

The construction of such a boulevard highway, however, in

no event should be undertaken unless the point of beginning is
tended to make an actual connection with the Charles River

nn the Boston side and to include Harvard bndi

le reconstruction of Harvard bridge will be a n
nstruction of any such boulevard on account of the eon-

increase in travel and traffic whether the point of begin

Appendix .

STATEMENT OF THE MAYOR OF BOSTON. CAM-
BRIDGE-SOMEEVILLE BOULEVARD HIGHWAY.
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ning is at Harvard bridge in tbe city of Cambridge or at the
bridge in the city of Boston.

The Charles River Basin which is construed to mean the em-
bankment and the highways and parkways surrounding it, has
been placed in the exclusive care and control of the Metropolitan
Park Commission. The development and improvement of the
Charles Eiver Basin is complementary to this general scheme
of a boulevard highway connecting the park systems on the south
with those on the north. As indicated in the reports of special
commissions and the joint board on metropolitan improvements,
a picturesque and attractive island could be provided for in the
middle of the basin upon the site of the present Harvard bridge
and would tend to lessen the expense of reconstructing and main-
taining the bridge as a part of its present length would become
a causeway across the island.

In addition to this consideration there is an opportunity to
further reduce the cost of the scheme by selling the portion of
the land in the interior to institutions or associations engaged
in activities along social and educational lines, and by using
only the shores of the island for park and recreation purposes.

It is to be further borne in mind that the cost of the public
improvement as above indicated should be reduced by requiring
a street railway company seeking a location upon the boulevard
highway to do so in accordance with the provisions of the stat-
utes under which the Metropolitan Park Commission determines
the terms and compensation upon which such a location is to he
granted. The cost of the improvement called for by the recon-
struction of Harvard bridge should be reduced by providing
for a commission to determine the amount to be paid by the
Boston Elevated Pailway Company, to be appointed upon the
application of the Metropolitan Park Commission in a manner
similar to that provided for in the statute relating to the con-
struction and maintenance of the new West Boston bridce.




